[Diagnostic sequence for congenital cardiopathies].
Nomenclature for congenital heart malformations has always been confusing. Efforts of classifying these malformations according to the relations and morphology of the cardiac segments have been attempted but have risen confusion because there many terms for the same malformations. In this paper we describe a well defined sequencial diagnosis that links the cardiac segments, and besides, permits the identification of the associated defects. The connections between the cardiac segments are considered has the most important step in the classification of heart malformations while, relations are left as a secondary stage in this study. In some congenital hearts malformations concordant or discordant atrioventricular connections do not apply as the univentricular hearts or ambiguus atrial situs, but we also stablish the parameters for their classification. In our opinion, this nomenclature describe in a complete and objective way the congenital heart malformation.